AN INTRODUCTION TO CREDICA

WHO ARE WE?
Credica is a UK based developer of specialist Credit Control, Query and Risk
Management software.
We have been successfully implementing our system and providing world class
support and service for almost 20 years. This has enabled our customers, such as BBC
Worldwide, Lambert Smith Hampton, Reckitt Benckiser and MITIE Group, to achieve a
significant efficiencies and savings.
Our software package is highly configurable to suit your business processes, highly
flexible to evolve as your business grows and highly effective to give you an impressive
return on your investment.
We are a certified corporate partner of the Chartered Institute of Credit Management.
If you would like to see Credica in action, call us on +44 (0)1235 856400.

EFFICIENCIES BUILT IN

Credica is a powerful, automated, configurable Credit Control system, with near unlimited flexibility to suit your
chasing rules and processes.
Seamlessly directing the right work to the right people within your business, you will be sure that all problem
areas are being pro-actively worked upon - by rigidly, and automatically, enforcing your chasing rules and
business processes.
No more searching through Aged Debt reports to find that problem customer (although Aged Debt information
is everywhere, just in case.)
With automated diarised follow-ups and a toolset at your disposal that makes a breeze of even the most
laborious tasks, increased efficiencies and (more importantly) positive outcomes will naturally occur. For your
team, and for your business.

Automated Work Lists for all

AUTOMATED CHASING

By implementing our purpose built system in your Credit Control department, your customers also receive a
more applicable and tailored relationship from you - treating them in the correct way according to your rules,
but more crucially appropriate to their payment behaviour.
Dunning letters and statements are scheduled and sent based on your chasing processes, and can include the
invoices as attachments. Also, documents such as copy invoices can be very easily sent out on demand at the
click of a button - either via the integrated e-mail facility or by hard copy.

All correspondence that Credica creates is as per your branding requirements, layout and specification, and of
course fully re-active to any language or terminology that needs to be used. This ensures your customers
receive the correct correspondence that is relevant for them, no matter who they are or where they are.
In short, all letters, statements and invoices are sent out exactly as you want them.

REPORTING AND VISIBILITY

Credit Control and finance departments are very busy places to be - there is a lot going on that needs to be
analysed and acted upon. Preventing repeat problems is very close to our hearts - Credica offers reporting
options to suit the requirements of all staff involved in the financial process - from the initial sale to visibility
and collection of the invoice.
With Aged Debt information available in almost every screen, you will never need to “run” an Aged Debt report
again.

Credica has full integration with Microsoft Excel, with an instant export from any screen with just 1 click, as well
as some advanced reporting capabilities directly from inside Excel, using our Excel Add-In.

HISTORY AND TRENDS

Credica will help you reduce risk among your portfolio by measuring customer behaviour and sourcing external
information, giving you a full picture in one place.
With comprehensive historical chasing notes and information against all of your clients, as well as recording
trends on DSO, Chasing Effort, Credit Score (from an external provider such as Creditsafe) and other useful
analysis, Credica is designed to provide Finance and Credit teams with all the tools and details needed to make
informed decisions to reduce risk.

KEY FEATURES

Credica is designed to work alongside any, and all, of your current systems, as well as consolidating any other
sources of information you need at the point of cash collection. Our aim is to give you all of the information you
need, and all of the functionality you need, all in one place.
A small selection of the key functionality is listed below:
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Compatible with any ERP / AR system
Cloud or On-Premise installation
Compatible with multiple data sources (e.g. ERP system feed and CSV files)
Unlimited users
Unlimited configurable Dunning cycles and letters
Unlimited ledger size without affecting costs
Highly configurable chasing strategies
Integration with Creditsafe, Dun & Bradstreet, Experian and many other providers
Full Credit Management focussed reporting suite
Multi-currency
Multi-lingual application and automated letters/statements/documents
Built-in automated diary for all collections activity
Configurable workflows
Fully customisable ‘one click’ fast actions:
๏ Copy invoice(s) e-mailed within seconds
๏ Confirming promise to pay
๏ Sending statements on demand
๏ Diarising any follow up activities
๏ Raising disputes/queries
๏ Transferring workloads
๏ Escalate account to Supervisor
๏ …and much more
Integrated export to Excel from every screen, in 1 click
Automated correspondence scheduler (e.g. Statements, welcome letters, change in T&Cs)
Integrated E-mail facility, with signatures and configurable pre-defined subject/body texts
Integrated communication of queries within your organisation
Targeted reporting and analysis
Forecast of Credit Controller workloads
Cash forecasting

PROVEN TO INCREASE

EFFICIENCIES
PROVEN TO DECREASE

DSO

If you would like to find out more about the benefits that Credica has delivered to
our customers, please contact us on info@credica.co.uk

Stannah
Revenue has increased 87% in the 18 years they have been using Credica, yet
their Credit Control headcount has been reduced within this period.

MITIE Property Management
Within the first year of using Credica, their DSO reduced from 82 to 49.

Pelican Rouge Coffee Solutions (Selecta)
Saving approximately £4000 per month on postage costs, due to extensive use of
the inbuilt Credica automated e-mailer.
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